Mike Malec's Real Estate Watch
What Homebuyers Should Know About Smart Homes
Smart home technology is all the rage lately, touted as anything from a fun set of individual gadgets to an integrated and connected way to protect your family. But what does it actually mean? And what do you need to know as you shop for a new home?
Here are the smart home basics to make your home-buying process easier:
Features to Look for - The phrase "smart home" is a catch-all for any residence that uses connected technology to remotely
control things like lights, security systems, locks and more. In addition to giving users the ability to manage devices from anywhere
via an app, most smart homes also have a central hub that allows one device to trigger actions in another without user intervention.
For example, a connected smart home can give you the power to—all at once—lock the door, turn off the lights, adjust the thermostat, activate a security camera and more.
Because the definition of a smart home is so broad, it might refer to a home that only has programmable light bulbs, or a
home where you can fully control the security, HVAC and entertainment systems. Moreover, some smart tech home devices easily
move with the owner, while some are part of a more permanent installation. Before making an offer on a home with smart features,
ask which capabilities are present and which will remain after the sale.
These devices can be integrated into one platform and work together to provide you with increased security, efficiency and
peace of mind. They can alert you from afar to your kids arriving home from school, a burst water pipe or the completion of your
laundry. From your smartphone, you can easily turn off the lights the kids always manage to leave on, or turn off the iron that you
forgot to unplug as you hurried out the door. Your devices can even save time by managing tasks like opening and closing shades
and watering the lawn only when needed.
If you're looking at purchasing a smart home, you'll want to make sure you get all of the details in advance about ongoing
costs and subscription fees. Some features, such as a monitored home security system, will have ongoing subscription costs. While
these systems are wonderful for peace of mind, it is important that you factor those fees into your budget before you buy. Ask the
seller for an itemized list of any fees associated with the smart home technology.
Since a key component to smart home technology is remote access, you'll need to be sure access is transferred from the previous owners to you. Setting up a transition plan will save you a lot of headaches down the road.
Ask the sellers for the following: A list of all the devices and manuals, if available; Information about the apps that control each device, especially if manuals are missing; The passwords associated with each device; Information about any programmed rules for the
Smart Devices; A physical tour of the device locations and a quick overview of how they work.
If any of the devices are associated with a particular email address, make sure the previous owner transfers all ownership to
you. Immediately upon purchase of the home, change all passwords and PINs. Do not use anything like a birthday or phone number
that might have been revealed to the prior owners during the sales process.
The key is to be sure that you understand how everything works and that you have access to all controls of the connected
devices in your new home. The last thing you want is to arrive at your new home and not be able to adjust the heat or wake up early
to the entertainment system playing music on your day off.
Source: Housecall Blog - Christy Matte
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4015 Wonderland Hill
Boulder - $670,000

8660 Carr Loop
Westminster - $280,000

3767 Talisman Place
Boulder - $297,000

113 Black Mountain Ct
Livermore - $12,000

Live the Boulder lifestyle in
this charming townhome,
minutes from picturesque
Wonderland Lake at the foot
of the North Boulder foothills and close to trails.

This adorable home is tucked
away backing up to a tree
lined greenbelt. Views of
Trailside Park from the master bedrooms gives this home
a sense of calm.

Nicely remodeled condo in
N. Boulder. New carpet, new
paint, recent wood floors on
main level. Adjacent to new
Wonderland Creek

Very affordable mountain
property close to Red Feather Lakes area. In the High
Park fire burn scar, but plant
life is coming back!

First Quarter 2018
Trend Report
2018 was expected to start off more slowly than the last couple of years as we were seeing some of our metrics start
to wobble. So of course, 2018 started off with a bang, more activity early in the year with strong showing activity and many,
multiple offer situations even on some of the higher price point homes. In my opinion, what is happening can all be traced to
our very low levels of inventory, a situation which I think we’ll be in for a long time. When there are so few homes on the
market, the ones that pop up attract a lot of attention, even during times of the year where we expect activity to be at a lower
level. As the inventory makes its seasonal climb during the summer, we reach a level of homers on the market that relieves
the scarcity and the market frenzy moderates. So for sellers, this means earlier in the year is the time to target for maximum
advantage. For buyers, mid-summer is the time of least disadvantage since the overall market is still biased in favor of sellers.
Keeping a keen eye on the top right chart, Available Inventory will tell us what to expect as we progress through the year.
Sales Volume in the County has been bouncing up and down each year but holding generally in the area of 4,500
home sales. This is an atypical indicator in our current strongly, appreciating market as strong price appreciation typically encourages more sellers to put their homes up for sale. Scarcity of developable land in Boulder County is I believe responsible
for this change and we don’t foresee any near term changes for development prospects.
At our current absorption rates, the Months of Supply of homes for sale remains strongly in Seller’s Market territory.
Generally we see sellers less in control the higher we move up in price, but so far early this year, market strength can be
found in all price points. The entry level price points for each area remain red hot!
All of the individual cities in Boulder County are seeing strong demand reflected in Under Contract percentages from
32% - 63% under contract. With appreciation occurring at levels from 25% - 30%, all areas are seeing appreciation. Longmont, as the most affordable city remaining in the County has been topping this metric for most of 2017 and into 2018. Suburban Plains, which is everything in Boulder County not in a municipality is the area seeing the least strength which is most
likely a reflection of the higher price points for those homes.
So, the forecast for 2018 was for a moderating market that was to remain strong but pull back from some of the frenzy seen over the last several years. That is still what I expect, but the activity levels early this year may be a contrary signal.
The last several summers have seen a mid-summer slump in activity and I expect that to occur again this year. If the market is
truly moderating this year, we’d expect that slump to start earlier and last longer. If we’re still
going strong in July, we’ll know the 2018 forecast needs adjusting!
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